pigeon –winged book
burning

fire hose acting like a snake
spouting venom

Montag’s black singed face

the air-propelled train

meeting Clarisse around the
corner for the 1st time

Montag seems to smell
perfume in the air but no
one is there

Clarisse said she could smell
the kerosene on Montage

Montag talks to Clarisse
about burning different
authors and books

long billboards

Clarisse asks Montag if he’s
happy

Clarisse tells Montag that
there is a man in the moon

Clarisse house is all light up

jailed for driving too slow

arrested for being a
pedestrian

Montag kicks the pill bottle

Mildred’s eyes were like
moonbeams

sea-shell radio

Montag called emergency
hospital

machine that cleaned out
Mildred

taking out & putting in new
blood

the machine guys smoking

blood-machine guys leave to
go do more clean-outs of
people

Montag eavesdropping
outside Clarisee’s house &
hearing the uncle talking

Montag puts a sleep lozenge
under his tongue

Mildred really hungry the
day after the overdose

robot-toaster hands Montag
a piece of bread

Mildred asking for a fourth
wall-TV

Clarisse tasting the rain

Montag upset saying his was
the yellow on Clarisse’s chin
too in love after the
from the dandelion
dandelion didn’t’ rub off on
his chin

Mechanical Dog growling &
sticking snout out when
Montag walks by it

Mechanical Hound chasing
prey as firemen watch & bet
for fun

the files at the firehouse
with people’s chemical
indexes in ‘em

Beatty making fun of Montag
being afraid of Mechanical
Hound

the ventilator grille

leaves pinned to Montag’s
door

the wall-TV’s

Clarisse sitting under a tree
knitting a blue sweater

the phoenix

the salamander

Car Wrecker place

fire alarm buzzes
200 times

bullying people at Fun Park

knocking hubcaps

4 hours of film teacher

fire proofed houses

kerosene

people talk about nothing

fast-paced society

electric fireman pole

uncle said blow your nose
on a person….flush ‘em

Montag checked to see if
breath was coming out of
Mildred’s nose

comparing the hidden wasp
to a wasp or a bee

Mildred’s script for the wallTV hobby

Firemen of America Rules

Firemen playing cards to
pass the time

kids in transcription history
class in school

the mechanical hounds eyebulbs

all kinds of things going
through Montag’s head
when he’s trying to sleep

loving to burn

